2006 avalon

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Toyota Avalon owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie
rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering
pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. Discovered that ball joint was leaking". I asked to add fluid. He said replacement
was needed. I was not happy". Of course the same dealer had performed maintenance on my
power steering system previously". Six months later no sign of an underbody drip or lack of
steering sensitivity". I subsequently passed inspection at a reputable garage. In 2 years since
then, almost no fluid loss". Hey, the roads in South Salt Lake City are rough. All 4 struts needed
replacing". Rather will look for a new car". I do not know what the cause is. I think it the way the
car was dsigned. This caused a cascade of related steering, rods, issues. I've put over 1M miles
on four Camry's and never had that problem. I think there was metal fatigue in the spring
causing it to snap apart. The only way I discovered the problem was trying to locate a clunking
noise in the car. We found the top spring spiral near the wheel well causing the noise whenever
the car hit a road bump. Rack and pinion was replaced by dealer". Car had a steering linkage
problem twice over the years that may be related. Car has been generally excellent and is now
13 years old with , miles. This was an ongoing issue but no signs on impending failure. Problem
was resolved by major replacement of parts, but I believed it was worth it because the car was
fairly low mileage and in otherwise good condition. I think that is the only way this can be done.
This was done by a local shop". Rack was replaced by dealer". Finally at Tire Kingdom a
serviceman was able to do a 4 wheel alignment and again establish a true track. This was the
2nd time in 3 years". Not a safety issue. I had the tires check for balance, no problem. I put the
car in the shop, they replaced the axle shaft assemble. That took care of the problem". Covered
under extended warranty. Alignment paid out of pocket. Considered normal wear. Great car". I
got it fixed by a garage in one morning. Now it is great. Hey, not so bad! Service station
recommended replacing both since the car had about , miles on it, so I replaced both". Cruise
control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire
pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start,
alarm or security system. Needed to be replaced. Replaced with a new one. No more issues.
Repairs was made without problems. I was luck I was on surface road as my steering, brakes all
were affected. I managed to get my car off the road and calle". Huge labor charge involved
because of accessibility". Had no real problems before the alternator incident". My regular
repair shop was unable to repair, and car was then towed to a Toyota dealership where
diagnosis took two days then was repaired without problems. It had , miles on it so it was time
to change spark plugs. I did the work but it is a major job to change rear next to firewall plugs or
coils". Car runs rough until coil is replaced". This week cyc. Toyota dealer service diagnosed 2
ignition coil failure. Replacing coil resolved problem". Three did in the last year". Number 4 has
now failed which will require pulling the engine manifold-a greater expense. It is an expensive
repair and caused by poor design of the original coils. Hopefully, the new ones will last longer.
According to the dealer, it is a well-known pro". This car is a lemon. Got stranded miles from
home once". Expensive to replace because it was on a rear plug adjacent to the firewall. Dealer
should have replaced plugs at same time because plug replacement was required in about
miles, but dealer did not raise subject". Replaced all 3 on engine bank due to cost of getting to
the 1 that failed was on inaccessible side of engine. Cost to repair was cost effective".
Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine
harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and
wires failure. Needed t be replaced. Hard to get to so had the garage do it. When it went out,
now I don't have any cruise. Cost to much to repair. Also the pass. Both went bad after the
warrant ran out". Within 3 years it started to have problems entering a destination, now it is
impossible. What makes the problem even more troublesome is that the same joystick is used".
The backup light did not fail. This car is kept in a hot climate. Never had much trouble with this
car at all. Very few issues and for a is still without any large or costly repairs so far". Simply
replaced it". Replaced at least 5 times on the right side, 3 times on the left side this year. The
lens are clouded up. Replacement is too costly to do". In order to change the bulb the
dealership had to remove the bumper, disengage the electric input to the light, replace the bulb,
and reassemble the front end. The light worked for one day. When I returned I was told that it

might not have been the bulb at all but that the igniter needed to be replaced and that it had to
be ordered. The third day, disassemble the front end, replace the igniter, reassemble. Luckily
the dealership deducted the cost of th". Mine was not recalled but the seats started overheating
so I had them disconnected. Have to press it in the "right" spot. Problem comes and goes.
Keyless entry doesn't work and electrical system in doors needs repair". Antilock system ABS ,
parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. Mechanic said the computer main control board needs to be replaced as the brakes still
work, but I no longer have the ABS feature available. I can feel the brakes "slip" when the ABS
tries to engage but they have been thoroughly checked, and they brake the car fine in spite of
the "slip" I feel occasionally. Of course, another Toyota dealer had previously replaced by
brakes". It was jus barely drivable to get to a service station". We replaced the brakes and it
drives and stops well now. I saw them and had a very reliable repair shop replace the brakes.
Time to change". Excellent wear characteristics". The back passenger caliper and breaks failed.
I had to change the rotor, brakes, and caliper. Unfortunately the auto center I used closed the
next day because of Corona Virus, so it took about ten days for me to be able to schedule an
appointment to have the tires checked and balanced again. Even after the balance of the tires
was corrected, a vibration still was noticeable so I made an appointment with my local service
station who identified the problem as my brakes. They replaced all four brakes and the vibration
was gone. Toyota said they can not find where the squeaking is coming from and still has it
today! Replacement of pads and rotors did not solve the problem. Several returns to the
mechanics did not solve the problem. Although these mechanics have a good reputation and I
have been quite satisfied with their work, they could not fix the problem. Since it was a mere
annoyance and not a safety problem, I gave up. It still squeaks particularly in high humidity
conditions. The Toyota dealership told us it was unfixable. When we took the car to a local auto
shop to fix the AC the outside temperature display got fixed as well. We left it in PA came to FL.
Summer of 19 tried another recharge before replacing condenser. It held and has worked ever
since then". Driver side is fine. Had to replace evapotor and receiver dryer. Toyota dealer had to
dissassemble dashboard and dashboard was damaged when replaced. They gave car back to
me with very apparent cracking damage. I had to insist they replace the whole dashboard they
damaged. Mostly labor charges". We received an estimate of 5, to replace it. While researching
how to do it ourselves, we found that our cracked dashboard Iwas under a factory recall. We
contacted the Toyota dealer we had been using for services and they told us we would have to
wait 6 months for the dash repair. We asked if they could combine the evaporator replacement
with the dashboard repair. They were ambivalent. After 6 mon". Ruled out compressor issues
which would have been costly. No detectable leak could be found. Refilled and all is well". Paint
fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust.
Received notice from Toyota that it will be covered by warranty but parts are not yet available".
After going through a high-pressure car wash the paint began to peel off in earnest. We finally
brought it in to be painted recently". I don't consider this a production fault;the car is 14 years
old. The car is usually parked outside. The spoiler is no longer available from Toyota, so I
purchased a matching after-market painted spoiler". Not the sun working on paint, or maybe
secondary. Anyway car top and trunk lid are chalky and paint haa faded to the metal". I have
had it repainted 3 times due to fading". I need to get it repainted". Toyota acknowledges that the
paint process used on the Avalon itself is not the quality of that used on the spoiler. It will be
quite costly for me to get the spoiler repainted--sil". Also driver's seat upholstery wore through
and had to be replaced". The interior smelled like mildew". Toyota denied it was the hose,
blaming the leak on 2 gaskets at the bottom of the engine. My mechanic could not verify the
gasket leaks but was positive it was the oil cooling ho". Another light rattle when the car is
accelerated from stop to first gear. Noticed in the first year of ownership. Since dealer refused
to correct the door wind noise, I did not wish to waste time dickering with them about the rattles
- which other owners have also noted. Happens every time I drive the car". This has been
looked at by the dealer and local mechanic. Still rattles". I took it to the dealer and they said its
just wear and tear and did nothing about it. Reported to the dealer when car purchased new.
Was there when car was new, but dealer refused to acknowledge". Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. It could not be repaired,
only replaced". Difficult to see during the day". May come back intermittently. The rocker button
selector stopped working properly, then pressing on it broke the whole assembly from the
dashboard. Due to roicker button inoperability I can no longer use the nav system, and
twice-yearly clock changes are nearly impossible. Getting the pointer directed to an on-screen
button is difficult; depressing it to "enter" the selection takes dozens of tries. In-console phone
lighter power plugs also inferior. One broke and does not work; the other is loose and I fear will
break any time. Cruise-control stick also failed. Like the Nav system rocker button, the problem

with the cruise control stick again seemed to be the electrical contact. Use became increasingly
difficult then failed to the point that I no longer try. Dealer dismayed. Replaced with after-market
system; OK, but bothered by glare. Otherwise totally satisfied with this vehicle". Replaced
under warranty in first year I had the car. Stopped working again 3 years later. So I bought a
garmin instead". DVD player for nvigation dome times fails". It bounces around and chooses the
wrong selection if one doesn't press in the exact center of the entry button. The problems are
so severe that I have stopped trying to use the in-dash nav system for directed guidance". Same
with a CD playing. We cannot recall what the specific failure mode was". Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Replaced all 3 on
passenger side of engine, Problem solved. Unbeknownst to me, it is a common problem with
the Avalon V6 engine. Even with OEM parts, it still goes bad. And every time I replace it seems
to accelerate the mean time". There is a minor leak that comes from the timing cover. There is
no gasket at the position; rather it is sealed with what has turned out to be inadequate silicone.
There is not an official TSB or goodwill support for this issue. Since then, it has failed twice. The
first time I had to get the car towed because all the oil spewed out. The second time I notice".
No apparent change in car operation. State inspection required to renew license and this
malfunction precluded renewal". The repair did not work after a couple of attempts and the
problem is still there. Cause dash light to come on". When tested on computer, leaking fuel
camp was problem". I had the fuel cap replaced. This is an annual recurring problem with my
Toyota Avalon. It's almost time for my next annual check engine light". Expensive, and the
replacement also failed". Axles were replaced". Also Front Driver Axle Assembly required
replacement". One has been replaced and another scheduled". No sounds. Purchased a new
alternator". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger,
timing chain or timing belt. The engine light comes on, then the car stops and will not start
again. I would buy this car again if all the cylinders had been replaced. It has been a good car
otherwise. Remove, repair, reinstall. Took it to a local mechanic who replaced all the cylinders
for half of what the dealership charged. Car now runs better but the "check engine" light is still
on. Eng repl'd". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. The mechanic can't
find anything wrong and resets the lights to off". Power or manual windows, locks and latches,
tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof,
convertible top. Mirror seems to be clouded over. We have been told this will require
replacement of the entire assembly". Same goes for the entire top of the car". Dealer fixed by
installing a different configuration -- seems to be working". Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. I barely got home and called a tow truck to
take the car to a garage. Limped home. Then called a tow truck to haul car to a repair shop".
Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. They finally
replaced it at not charge to me". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission.
Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Toyota Avalon Change Vehicle. The
third-generation Avalon competes with large domestic sedans and is an alternative to some
luxury sedans. The comfortable interior has a reclining rear seat and interior quality rivalling its
Lexus cousins. Controls are straightforward without complicated interfaces. The soft
suspension system absorbs bumps well, but body lean is evident in turns and the car lacks
agility. Stability control is standard. There are 7 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall
Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble
Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor.
Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric
System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics.
Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our
latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on
how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Alignment
"Alignment was necessitated by replacement of steering rack" Ken C. Six months later no sign
of an underbody drip or lack of steering sensitivity" Richard M. All 4 struts needed replacing" N
H. Rack and pinion was replaced by dealer" Dick L. This was done by a local shop" David M.
Rack was replaced by dealer" Ken C. This was the 2nd time in 3 years" Gerald R. That took care
of the problem" L S. Service station recommended replacing both since the car had about ,

miles on it, so I replaced both" J H. Alternator "Alternator not charging properly. I managed to
get my car off the road and calle" George I. Huge labor charge involved because of
accessibility" Kurt S. Had no real problems before the alternator incident" George I. I did the
work but it is a major job to change rear next to firewall plugs or coils" Clare S. Dealer should
have replaced plugs at same time because plug replacement was required in about miles, but
dealer did not raise subject" J H. Cost to repair was cost effective" Maurice B. Both went bad
after the warrant ran out" Hubert M. Time to change" Laine F. Excellent wear characteristics"
Bryan K. Mostly labor charges" Stephen P. Refilled and all is well" Kurt S. Loose exterior trim or
moldings "loose wheel shields" Robert S. Received notice from Toyota that it will be covered by
warranty but parts are not yet available" Anonymous, WV Toyota Avalon Limited 3. We finally
brought it in to be painted recently" N H. The spoiler is no longer available from Toyota, so I
purchased a matching after-market painted spoiler" Ingram T. Anyway car top and trunk lid are
chalky and paint haa faded to the metal" Ruben Z. I have had it repainted 3 times due to fading"
William W. I need to get it repainted" N H. It will be quite costly for me to get the spoiler
repainted--sil" Stan R. Also driver's seat upholstery wore through and had to be replaced" N H.
Air or water leaks "Inside , right side front and back floor and carpet soaked with water after
heavy rain. The interior smelled like mildew" Rudi L. My mechanic could not verify the gasket
leaks but was positive it was the oil cooling ho" M B. Was there when car was new, but dealer
refused to acknowledge" C W. CD player "will not eject cd or load new ones. It could not be
repaired, only replaced" Peter G. Difficult to see during the day" Chas C. Otherwise totally
satisfied with this vehicle" A M. So I bought a garmin instead" Barry G. DVD player for nvigation
dome times fails" Douglas F. The problems are so severe that I have stopped trying to use the
in-dash nav system for directed guidance" Anonymous, VA Toyota Avalon Limited 3. We cannot
recall what the specific failure mode was" N H. Engine computer "warning lights coming on
when there were no problems to the point that they could not be trusted. The second time I
notice" M B. State inspection required to renew license and this malfunction precluded renewal"
Anonymous, DE Toyota Avalon Limited 3. Cause dash light to come on" Elmer S. It's almost
time for my next annual check engine light" David Z. CV joint "CV boots tore. Axles were
replaced" Bill K. One has been replaced and another scheduled" Carol F. Cylinder head "4 of
the six cylinders have had to be replaced over a period of the past 4 years. Eng repl'd" Virginia
N. Catalytic converter "had to replace 3 catalytic converter. Mirrors "mirror backing seems to be
failing thus reducing visibility. We have been told this will require replacement of the entire
assembly" N H. Same goes for the entire top of the car" Ruben Z. Transmission rebuild or
replacement "Suddenly the transmission was slipping so badly that the car would not go more
than 25 MPH. Antifreeze leaks "could smell antifreeze back 4 years ago and they said this past
year it was leaking around the water pump. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. No Data
Available. If damaged, the copper strand heating element may short circuit, increasing the risk
of a fire. Read Recall Details. The electrical wiring in the seat heaters may be damaged when the
seat cushion is compressed. What should you do:. SET will notify owners, and dealers will
disconnect the seat heaters, free of charge, and refund the purchase price of the seat heater
accessory. The recall began on July 14, Owners may contact SET customer service at Potential
Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Damage to the seat heater wiring could cause the
wires to short, increasing the risk of the seat burning and causing personal injury to the
occupant. The affected vehicles may experience compression of the seat cushion which may
damage the seat heater wiring. SET will notify owners, and dealers will disconnect the heaters
with copper strand heating elements and refund the purchase price of the seat heater
accessory, free of charge. The recall is expected to began in January Show More. Check Vehicle
for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You
no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. I bought a XLS in March Today, it has ,
miles on it without one single problem. I have replaced the tires, battery and brake pads. It still
has the original spark plugs, water pump, starter, antifreeze, trans fluid and serpentine belt
which isn't even cracked! This car has been nothing short of amazing. It is big, the back seat is
the biggest of any car I have seen. It is fast with plenty of torque all the way through the
powerband, feels like a V8. It averages 27 miles to the gallon with 80 percent highway driving. It
is super quiet and smooth. The Camry isn't even close to an Avalon. Im going to keep on driving
it. As an auto repair shop owner I'm blown away about the negative reliability reviews. I saw one
two star review because of an oil leak on a 9 year old toyota with 97, miles! What kind of bubble
do people live in where this is considered unreliable? All cars have what we call "pattern
failures" specific to certain makes and models. All cars need repair periodically. As a luxury
type car repairs will be more expensive. If you only need one or two repairs every , miles then
you are operating a very well built machine. If you dont beleive then buy a Chrysler next time so

you can see what frequent repairs are really like. On a lighter note, the Avalon is great. I have
driven most makes and models in my line of work, and you will have a hard time matching this
much comfort and quality for the price of the Avalon. As a young family of 3 we wanted to get a
car where the kids elbows don't touch which sparks arguments and they can't kick the front
seats which drives me nutty. We are in our 30's and this car seemed out of our age group but
the Touring edition adds some youthful style and let's face it, still better looking than a minivan.
The reclining rear seats are great for the kids. Smooth and quiet ride even at 90, miles and about
31 MPG on the highway. Not bad for a large family car with leather, heated seats, and a
moonroof. My son was in a horrific auto accident! The State Troopers told us that the Toyota
Avalon saved his life! We will forever more drive Toyota Avalons as they take safety first! My
son's car had the most damage; there wasn't a place on that car that did not have major
damage! It was totaled, but, my son lived! It had , miles on it and was extremely clean and well
cared for. Bought a Lexus ES to replace it. The Lexus is a two year old lease turn in and had a
low 16, miles on it. My Avalon was roomier and sat lower to the ground. However, the Lexus has
a quieter and smoother ride and is more luxurious in every way. The Lexus has the same hp
engine. The Lexus also has a six speed transmission that makes shifting noticeably smoother
to the point of not even noticing it. Both the Avalon and the Lexus are great cars. One point: If
you do a lot of long distance driving I would go with the Avalon as its seats are wider and the
center console has room for two drinks and a larger storage compartment. The Lexus feels
cramped after a few hours. If you want to save some money, buy the Avalon. If you want a more
luxurious ride, buy the Lexus. You can't go wrong on either car. My Avalon was an extremely
reliable old friend, a great car that I kept for many trouble-free years. I have owned my Toyota
Avalon for nine years now and have never had any problems. I service it regularly and it still
drives exceptionally well with 97, miles on it. Most of my driving is on California freeways or on
long road trips in the American Southwest. Visibility is excellent. I put on expensive Good Year
Eagle Sport tires W speed rating at 30, ,miles and this made the ride noticeably smoother and
the cornering sharper than the original OEM tire. I put on slotted racing discs on the brakes and
ceramic pads. This is a big car that drives like a midsize sports sedan. I push the car and it likes
it. I headed up the mountain to Prescott and got caught in a monsoon, a torrential thunderstorm
going uphill at 4, feet. There was no place to pull over on the steep mountain road so I used the
Avalon's very practical and well-engineered Manumatic transmission to hand shift through the
deluge going up the steep and winding grade. No problem with traction, power, or anything else
in this big thunderstorm with near zero visibility. Update: I had an ignition coil fail at , miles and
replaced all of them. The replacement factory coils restored the acceleration and engine
smoothness. The Avalon accelerates very quickly and smoothly in the mph region. This makes
it great for passing slower cars and trucks on freeways and the open road. I may finally sell my
Avalon and pick up a Avalon. However, the Camry lacks the solid ride and comfort of the larger
Avalon. I have driven a few Camry rental cars while traveling and they just don't measure up to
the Avalon. Conclusion: A two year old low mileage Avalon is better and less expensive than a
new fully loaded Camry. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Avalon.
View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Avalon model: All Avalon models
Limited 4dr Sedan 3. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Best Car I've Even
Owned. People are complaining about reliability? Sips gas, limo like back seat, great family car!
Saved my son's life! Items per page:. Write a review See all Avalons for sale. Sponsored cars
related to the Avalon. Sign Up. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the
Avalon. Overview Overview Most Popular. XLS 4dr Sedan 3. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain
Drive type Front wheel drive Transmission 5-speed shiftable automatic. Fuel tank capacity
Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 3. Power Feature Power Feature Power mirrors
yes 2 one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation Instrumentation compass yes external temperature display yes trip computer
yes tachometer yes low fuel level warning yes clock yes. Front leg room Rear hip Room Rear
leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity
Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient. Length Maximum towing
capacity lbs. Ground clearance 5. Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track
Sponsored cars related to the Avalon. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent
suspension yes MacPherson strut rear suspension yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes.
Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 5 yr. Inventory See Avalon Inventory. Sign
Up. See Avalon Inventory. Need a full-size sedan with plenty of room, power, luxury and
refinement? It would seem buyers of full-size sedans generally aren't interested in character.
Most big four-doors are dull pieces of machinery to look at and a snooze to drive. The beauty in
such a vehicle lies in what it can do for the customer -- provide lots of space for people and
things with no compromise in ride or occupant comfort. Such a sedan should look upscale, but

not gaudy, providing just enough glitz and luxury to let others know you have achieved a
degree of success in life. Finally, such a vehicle must also be reliable and able to handle years
of commuting without so much as a whimper. Since its introduction in , the Toyota Avalon has
fit this description: bland as egg whites, but solid, roomy and dependable. Thanks to a full
redesign for , you can't really call the Avalon boring. It may not be as exciting as a Chrysler , but
this time around, Toyota's engineers and designers have given the Avalon a little more style,
extra horsepower and varying trims that add distinct flavors to the formerly "vanilla only"
sedan. Because it was engineered from its top to its tires in the U. And as you would expect
"more American" means it's bigger, roomier and more powerful. Rear passengers even benefit
from a flat floor and seats that recline up to 10 degrees. The overall feel is much more upscale
than that of your average Toyota car. In the past, the Avalon was so similar to the Camry the
price difference was hard to justify. That's no longer the case with the Toyota Avalon, which
offers more room, more power and more luxury than any Camry owner could imagine. If you're
shopping for a full-size sedan, you owe it to yourself to try an Avalon. If relaxation and
refinement are high on your list, Toyota's big sedan won't disappoint. The Touring model is
noticeably sportier with a firmer suspension, unique inch wheels, leather seats and aluminum
interior trim. The Limited includes such items as rain-sensing wipers, perforated leather seats
with memory, heating and cooling, wood grain trim, a power rear sunshade, a keyless startup
system and a speaker, watt JBL stereo. Options include a navigation system and laser-based
adaptive cruise control. The front-wheel-drive Toyota Avalon is powered by a 3. With an output
of horsepower and pound-feet of torque, it makes the Avalon as powerful as an Infiniti G35
sport sedan and indeed Toyota's full-size sedan needs just 6. A five-speed automatic
transmission handles the shifting duties. In spite of its big power, the Avalon earns an
impressive EPA rating of 22 mpg city, 31 mpg highway. Side airbags for front-seat passengers
are standard, along with side curtain airbags for front and rear passengers and a driver-side
knee airbag. Traction and stability control systems, along with a BrakeAssist system that
detects emergency braking and applies maximum pressure to reduce stopping distances, are
optional. All Toyota Avalon models have four-wheel antilock disc brakes. In IIHS testing, the
Avalon earned a top score of "Good" for its protection of occupants in frontal and side-impact
crashes. As full-size sedans go, the Toyota Avalon is rewarding to drive. Not surprisingly, it
really shines on the open highway. The cabin remains quiet, the V6 engine has plenty of
passing power and the suspension, even with the firmer underpinnings of the Touring package,
never feels harsh. The Avalon is no athlete, but this Toyota car carries itself with a great deal of
composure on winding roads. Additionally, a tidy turning radius makes it feel unexpectedly
nimble on tight city streets. The XLS and Limited models are modern and luxurious with
gorgeous faux maple trim in the Limited , while the sporty Touring model is intentionally austere
with black leather seats and a three-spoke steering wheel. The instrument cluster is highlighted
by glowing Optitron gauges surrounded by chrome rings, and movable panels that conceal the
radio and navigation controls give the dash a sleek look. The front seats are wide and
accommodating. The rear seats are more comfortable than in the previous Avalon, thanks to
limo levels of legroom and a manually reclining back cushion. A 6-footer can sit in back with
more than enough knee and headroom, and with a near flat floor, getting three across on
carpool day is no problem. Available styles include XLS 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Toyota Avalon. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Toyota lease specials Check out
Toyota Avalon lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Refined nature leaves little room for personality, rear
seats do not fold. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. For the Toyota Avalon, the availability of stability control has been
expanded to include the XL and Touring trim levels. Keyless startup is now standard, rather
than optional, on the Limited. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Best Car I've Even
Owned. I bought a XLS in March Today, it has , miles on it without one single problem. I have
replaced the tires, battery and brake pads. It still has the original spark plugs, water pump,

starter, antifreeze, trans fluid and serpentine belt which isn't even cracked! This car has been
nothing short of amazing. It is big, the back seat is the biggest of any car I have seen. It is fast
with plenty of torque all the way through the powerband, feels like a V8. It averages 27 miles to
the gallon with 80 percent highway driving. It is super quiet and smooth. The Camry isn't even
close to an Avalon. Im going to keep on driving it. Read less. People are complaining about
reliability? As an auto repair shop owner I'm blown away about the negative reliability reviews. I
saw one two star review because of an oil leak on a 9 year old toyota with 97, miles! What kind
of bubble do people live in where this is considered unreliable? All cars have what we call
"pattern failures" specific to certain makes and models. All cars need repair periodically. As a
luxury type car repairs will be more expensive. If you only need one or two repairs every , miles
then you are operating a very well built machine. If you dont beleive then buy a Chrysler next
time so you can see what frequent repairs are really like. On a lighter note, the Avalon is great. I
have driven most makes and models in my line of work, and you will have a hard time matching
this much comfort and quality for the price of the Avalon. Sips gas, limo like back seat, great
family car! As a young family of 3 we wanted to get a car where the kids elbows don't touch
which sparks arguments and they can't kick the front seats which drives me nutty. We are in our
30's and this car seemed out of our age group but the Touring edition adds some youthful style
and let's face it, still better looking than a minivan. The reclining rear seats are great for the
kids. Smooth and quiet ride even at 90, miles and about 31 MPG on the highway. Not bad for a
large family car with leather, heated seats, and a moonroof. Saved my son's life! My son was in
a horrific auto accident! The State Troopers told us that the Toyota Avalon saved his life! We
will forever more drive Toyota Avalons as they take safety first! My son's car had the most
damage; there wasn't a place on that car that did not have major damage! It was totaled, but, my
son lived! See all reviews of the Used Toyota Avalon. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the
Avalon. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. It is equipped with a
5 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Silver with a Gray interior. It is offered As-Is,
extended warranty is available. The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle:
new battery! Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth.
No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions.
See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Check out this gently-used Toyota Avalon we
recently got in. The less money you spend at the pump, the more money you'll have to spend on
you. So why not consider this wonderfully styled, fuel-efficient Toyota Avalon. Low, low mileage
coupled with an exacting maintenance program make this vehicle a rare find. The quintessential
Toyota -- This Toyota Avalon XL speaks volumes about its owner, about uncompromising
individuality, a passion for driving and standards far above the ordinary. Disinfectant methods
or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent
transmission of any virus, illness or disease. The following items have been reconditioned on
this vehicle: new brakes! This vehicle has been fully inspected by our technicians. Call or click
to Schedule an appointment today! This Toyota Avalon 4dr 4dr Sedan Touring features a 3. Ask
for details! We have over cars and trucks for you to choose from. Ask about our Guaranteed
pre-approval. When you're ready to upgrade your ride, opt for this Toyota Avalon Limited, which
includes features such as dual climate control, anti-lock brakes, dual airbags, side air bag
system, and airbag deactivation. Attention savvy shoppers! With only one previous owner, this
one's sure to sell fast! You can trust this 4 dr sedan because it has a crash test rating of 5 out of
5 stars! Exhibiting a classic green exterior and an ivory interior, this vehicle won't be on the
market for long. Don't wait on this one. Schedule a test drive today! Please contact aarena
rossihonda. At Rossi Honda we treat you better period Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details
Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders 4 cylinders 4. Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents.
Know The Deal. New Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. Best Car I've Even Owned. I bought a XLS in March Today, it has , miles on it without
one single problem. I have replaced the tires, battery and brake pads. It still has the original
spark plugs, water pump, starter, antifreeze, trans fluid and serpentine belt which isn't even
cracked! This car has been nothing short of amazing. It is big, the back seat is the biggest of
any car I have seen. It is fast with plenty of torque all the way through the powerband, feels like
a V8. It averages 27 miles to the gallon with 80 percent highway driving. It is super quiet and
smooth. The Camry isn't even close to an Avalon. Im going to keep on driving it. Read more.
Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been

stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2007 ford focus se owners manual
acura mdx ac compressor clutch relay
audi a4 2005 radio
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

